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Abstract Yusof-Goode (Y-G) splicing system was introduced in the context of Formal Language 

Theory. Splicing system is a dry model that presents enzymatic activities between initial strings 

and restriction enzymes, while splicing language is the generated strings from the splicing system. 

Splicing language will yield either as new molecules or initial string itself, and can be either in adult 

or inert, limit or transient languages. In this paper, some mathematical results on generating and 

generalising the n-cutting sites splicing languages are established using a Y-G splicing system 

consisting of a single pattern of strings with non-palindromic rule and crossing site. Two lemmas 

are presented to discuss the Y-G splicing system when two and three cutting sites exist in a single 

pattern of string. Different characteristics concerning the features of left and right contexts are 

established. A theorem is then proposed based on the lemmas to generalise the n-cutting sites 

splicing languages resulting from a Y-G splicing system with a single pattern of string and a non-

palindromic rule when n-cutting sites exist in a single pattern of string.   

Keywords: Y-G splicing system, non-palindromic, splicing language, crossing site, restriction enzyme.  
 

 

Introduction 
 
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) recombination is a fundamental biological process that describes a reaction 
when DNA molecules from two different sources are combined to form a new genetic sequence. This 
process plays a crucial role in genetic diversity, evolution, and the repair of damaged DNA. Site-specific 
recombination is a mechanism through which specific DNA sequences called recombination sites are 
recognized and exchanged. In 1987, Head [1] first introduced the splicing system as a formal 
characterization of particular enzymatic activity working on DNA molecules under the framework of 
Formal Language Theory. Theoretical Computer Science and Applied Discrete Mathematics are two 
branches of Formal Language Theory, where a formal language can be regarded as a collection of 
strings over a finite alphabet that follow some rules in order to form a language. With the aim of 
investigating the relationship between the recombination process and formal language theory, Head [1] 
developed a mathematical splicing system based on the biological perspective of the cutting and pasting 
process. Head splicing system offers a writing notation on the elements involved in the splicing system, 

given as 𝑆 = (𝐴, 𝐼, 𝐵, 𝐶) where 𝐴 is the set of alphabets of the DNA, 𝐼 is the initial strings involved in the 

system, while 𝐵 and 𝐶 refers to the rule that is used in the system. After the remarkable work by Head, 
there have been many explorations in this field. The notion in writing the splicing system has been found 
in various research such as Paun [2], Goode-Pixton [3], and Yusof-Goode (Y-G) [4] splicing systems. 
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Among these four types of splicing systems, the difference in one another is mainly on the writing notation 
of the system. Motivated by the Head splicing system, Yusof [4] introduced a new writing notation. The 
Y-G splicing system can clearly show the type of rule adopted in the system, either a rule with left cutting, 
right cutting or both cuttings [4]. Therefore, the Y-G splicing system is chosen to be referred in the 
lemmas, cases and theorem discussed in this paper, due to the transparent approach of this system. 
Years after, this field caught interest of many researchers to do extensive studies in bio-molecular. Lim 
[5] adopted the Y-G splicing system in investigating single-stage splicing languages, while Mudaber [6] 
deployed the Y-G splicing system in studying two stages splicing languages. Ahmad [7] proposed a new 
type of language called second-order limit language, also by using a Y-G splicing system. These studies 
also adopted mathematical approaches in presenting their results; via limit adjacency matrix [8], de Bruijn 
graph [9], and automata diagram [10]. A comprehensive review [11] on the DNA splicing system from 
graph theoretic perspective showed that DNA is best presented in graphs, as shown in [12–14]. 
 
Apart from the wet model which conducts laboratory experiments that require time and money, the 
establishment of a splicing system has sparked more researches in the bio-molecular field. The splicing 
system is a dry model that illustrates enzymatic activities between DNA initial strings and rules. DNA is 
a molecule that contains the genetic instructions required for the development and function of all living 
organisms. It is a double-stranded helical structure, with a nucleotide repeat structure, arranged in a long 
polymer [15]. Each nucleotide is composed of three components: a pentose sugar, a nitrogenous base, 
and a phosphate group. The nitrogenous bases are made up of two classes namely purines and 

pyrimidines. There are two purines that is adenine, A  and guanine, G  and two pyrimidines that is 

cytosine, C  and thymine, T  in DNA structure [16]. The pairing between the bases follows the Watson 

and Crick complementarity that illustrates the nitrogenous bases pairing where A  bonds to T , T  bonds 

to A , C  bonds to G  and G  bonds to C . These bonding can be expressed as /A T , /T A , /C G  
and /G C  or , , ,a c g t  respectively. Chargaff [17] showed a unique pattern of base ratios, where the 

/A T  and /C G  are almost equally likely 1:1. The bonding of the nitrogenous bases will form an 

antiparallel double-stranded DNA (dsDNA), that is in 5 ' 3 '−  direction of the upper strand, while the lower 

strand will be in 3' 5 '−  direction. For instance, if an upper strand has the sequence of  5 '... ...3 'ATCGTT

, then the lower strand is antiparallel to the upper strand, 3'... ...5 'TAGCAA . These sequences can 

simply be written as dsDNA as shown below: 
 

5 '... ...3 '
3 '... ...5 '

ATCGTT
TAGCAA

 

  
Other than DNA, a restriction enzyme that involves in a splicing system plays an important role in 
recognising specific DNA sequences and cuts the DNA at those recognition sites [16]. This enzyme 
which usually has a length of 4 to 6 base-pairs will cleave the strings into fragments, depending on the 
features of the restriction enzyme. The sequence of the enzyme can be recognised either in palindromic 
or non-palindromic. The features of the palindromic or non-palindromic sequence are referred to the 
sequence whether they read the same in both directions on its upper and lower strands. There exists a 
certain sequence in restriction enzyme called recognition site. When the recognition site matches the 
sequence in strings, the strings will cleave at a certain cutting site. The cuts made by restriction enzymes 
produce DNA fragments with sticky ends or blunt ends, depending on the type of enzyme used. For 
example, HaeIII that has four base-pairs is categorised as blunt-end digestion, BamHI that has six base-
pairs and NotI that has eight base-pairs are sticky-end digestions. The more recognition sites found in a 
string, the more cutting sites will exist. This is relevant with the aim of this paper which is to generalise 
the generated splicing languages when n-cutting sites exist in a single pattern of strings. 
 
Resulting from enzymatic activities between dsDNA, restriction enzyme, and ligase, is a set of words 
which is mathematically known as splicing language. The splicing language can be in various types, 
namely adult or inert language, limit language or transient language [18]. Other than these three types 
of languages, in 2012, Yusof [4] renamed the limit language to inert persistent language and reclassified 
the limit language as active persistent language, which denotes to a collection of strings that contain in 
the limit language and will further splice. The cutting and pasting (i.e. digesting and ligating) process in 
a splicing system occurs at a specific place in a string. The selected restriction enzyme will cut the dsDNA 
when the recognition site matches a specific sequence in a string, resulting in sticky or blunt ends [19]. 
The possibility of pasting among the fragments depends on the features of the crossing site. A 
palindromic crossing site will give more chances of religation among fragments, in producing an initial 
string itself and new molecules. Nonetheless, a non-palindromic crossing site will lessen the type and 
number of generated splicing languages in a certain splicing system. Henceforth, this paper aims to 
investigate if the n-cutting sites splicing languages can be generalised when n-cutting sites exists in a 
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string. It is also intended to see if the generated languages will be in infinitely long molecules. 
Additionally, by having a non-palindromic rule and crossing site in a splicing system, the possibility of 
religation between the initial string and its rotational molecules will be investigated. 
 
Some significant definitions pertaining to this study are provided in the next section. 

 
Preliminaries 
 

This section provides some key definitions related to this study. In this paper, motivated by the notion of 
rule writing, the Yusof-Goode splicing system is preferred in generating the n-cutting sites splicing 
languages. Hence, its definition is first given as follows: 

 
Definition 1 [4]: Yusof-Goode (Y-G) Splicing System and Splicing Language 

Let ( , , )S A I R=  be a Y-G splicing system. The splicing system consists of a set of alphabets 

{ , , , }A a c g t= , an initial string 
*

I A , and a set of rules r R . If the rule is given by 

( , , : , , )r m y n s y t= , for two initial strings, 
1I myn =  and 2I syt = , where 

1 2
,I I I , then 

myt   and syn   are the new languages generated from the system besides its initial strings, where 

*
, , , , , , , ,m n s t y A      are free monoids generated by A  with the concatenation process and 1 as 

the identity element. Therefore, a set of words, L  is known as a splicing language if there exists a 

splicing system S  for which ( )L L S= . 

 
Next, an important characteristic on elements in splicing system is known as palindromic.  

 
Definition 2 [4]: Palindromic 

A sequence in dsDNA strand is said to be palindromic if the sequence of the upper strand from left to 
right is similar to the sequence of the lower strand from right to left. 
 
The palindromic feature is common in the DNA splicing process, which can occur either in the dsDNA 
strand, the restriction enzyme or the crossing site, and plays a vital role in the pasting process. 
 

Restriction enzyme namely Acc65I has a palindromic sequence, 
5 '... ...3 '
3 '... ...5 '

GGTACC
CCATGG

shows a similar 

reading for its upper and lower strand, reads from left to right and right to left, respectively. Conversely, 
the non-palindromic feature is recognised when the sequence of the upper strand from left to right varies 
from the sequence of the lower strand from right to left. For instance, AciI has a non-palindromic 

sequence, 
5 '... ...3 '
3 '... ...5 '

CCGC
GGCG

, showing a different reading from left to right of its upper strand, and from 

right to left, of its lower strand. Later, the features of non-palindromic rule and crossing site can be seen 
in the rule presented in the next section of this paper.  
 
When the enzymatic activities occur in a splicing system, the recombination of DNA molecules will take 
part, producing either new DNA molecules or the initial string itself. Finally, the outcome of the splicing 
process can be seen in a set of words called splicing language. The generated splicing languages can 
be in several types, one of which is called transient language. The definition of transient language is as 
given in Definition 3. 
 
Definition 3 [4]: Transient Language 

A set of language which will finally be consumed and vanished is called transient language. 
  

The results and discussion are presented in the following section. 

 
Results and Discussion 
 

The Yusof-Goode (Y-G) splicing system, which comprises of a single pattern of strings with a non-
palindromic rule and crossing site is discussed in this section. Based on the restriction enzyme features 
presented in this study, two lemmas and a theorem are established. Biologically, the lemmas will predict 
if the features of the restriction enzyme will affect the formation of splicing languages when ligases take 
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part in the recombination process after the restriction enzyme cuts the string. There are a few possible 
types of the generated splicing languages to be explored in this study, which can be either in adult or 
inert language, limit language or transient language. The Y-G splicing system is deliberated in two cases 
namely Case 1 which deliberates a distinct left and right context of a rule, and Case 2 for a unique left 
and right context of a rule. Both cases are obtainable in Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, which are further 
discussed below.  

 

Single Pattern of Strings Containing Two Cutting Sites with a Non-
palindromic Rule and Crossing Site 
 
Aiming to investigate the splicing language from a Y-G splicing system containing of a single pattern of 
strings that contain two cutting sites, the rule in the system is chosen to be non-palindromic with non-
palindromic crossing site. Thus, Lemma 1 presents a Y-G splicing system with certain criteria set on the 
rule. 

 
Lemma 1 

Let ( , , )S A I R=  be a Y-G splicing system. The initial string, 𝐼 is comprises of set of alphabets 

{ , , , }A a c g t= , with two cutting sites exist. If the system contains a non-palindromic rule, r R  with 

non-palindromic crossing site, then n-cutting sites splicing languages is generated in  −  sequence. 

With the increasing number of repetitions of the middle segment in the languages, k  where 0k   and 

k Z
+

 , the Y-G splicing system will produce infinitely long molecules in the type of transient language. 

 

Proof.  

Assume ( , , )S A I R=  is a Y-G splicing system containing a single string with a single rule. Two cases 

will be considered where Case 1 presents a splicing system with distinct left and right context in its rule, 
while in Case 2, a unique left and right context of rule are considered. 

 

 

Case 1: Distinct Left and Right Context of Rule 

Assume 𝑟 is a non-palindromic rule with distinct left and right contexts, i.e. 
1

( , , : , , )r p mn q p mn q= . Let 

1
s pmnqpmnq =  be an initial string containing two cutting sites, such that [ / '],[ / '],[ / ']p p q q m m  

and [ / ']n n  for 
*

, , , , ,p q m n A   . Since the crossing site is non-palindromic, it follows that 'm n  

and 'n m , and are not complemented to each other. When the rule is acted on the given initial string, 

then the string will cleave as follows:  

 

0
1 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

p m n q p m n q
s

p m n q p m n q

 
 

=  
(1) 

 

The dsDNA given in (1) can be alternated by 180°, giving: 

 

180
1

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 'q n m p q n m p
s

q n m p q n m p

 
 

=  
(2) 

 

Owing to the non-palindromic feature of the crossing site, the 5 '− overhangs in (1) and (2) have no 

chance to religate with each other. Thus, the religation occurs among fragments from 
01s  or 

1801s  only, 

producing splicing languages in  −  sequence. Depending on the number of k  repeats in the splicing 

language, different length of molecules will be generated, either new or the initial string itself. The 

generated splicing languages, ( )L S  from this splicing system is as shown in (3): 

 

{𝛾𝑝𝑚𝑛𝑞𝛿, 𝛾𝑝𝑚𝑛𝑞𝑝𝑚𝑛𝑞𝛿, 𝛾𝑝𝑚𝑛𝑞𝑝𝑚𝑛𝑞𝑝𝑚𝑛𝑞𝛿, 𝛾𝑝𝑚𝑛𝑞𝑝𝑚𝑛𝑞𝑝𝑚𝑛𝑞𝑝𝑚𝑛𝑞𝛿, . . . } (3) 

 

Accordingly, the generated splicing languages with 0k   and k Z
+

  can be generalised as follows: 
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𝑠𝑌−𝐺1 = {𝛾𝑝(𝑚𝑛𝑞𝑝)𝑘𝑚𝑛𝑞𝛿} (4) 

 

Case 2: Unique Left and Right Context of Rule 

Let 
2

( , , : , , )r p mn p p mn p=  be a rule with a unique left and right context with 
2

s pmnppmnp =  is 

an initial string containing two cutting sites given that [ / '],[ / ']p p m m  and [ / ']n n  for 

*
, , , ,p m n A   . Given the crossing site is non-palindromic, thus 'm n  and 'n m , and not 

complemented to each other. When the initial string and the rule reacted, the string will cleave as follows: 

 

0
2 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

p m n p p m n p
s

p m n p p m n p

 
 

=  
(5) 

 

The dsDNA given in (5) can be alternated by 180°, giving: 

 

180
2

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 'p n m p p n m p
s

p n m p p n m p

 
 

=  
(6) 

 

Due to the non-palindromic feature of the crossing site, the 5 '− overhangs in (5) and (6) cannot religate 

with each other. Thus, the religation occurs among fragments in 
02s  or 

1802s , producing splicing 

languages in  −  sequence only. The different lengths of new molecules depend on the number of k  

repeats in the splicing language. This splicing system produce a set of splicing languages, ( )L S  given 

as: 

 

{𝛾𝑝𝑚𝑛𝑝𝛿, 𝛾𝑝𝑚𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑛𝑝𝛿, 𝛾𝑝𝑚𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑛𝑝𝛿, 𝛾𝑝𝑚𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑛𝑝𝛿, . . . } (7) 

 

Consequently, for 0k   and k Z
+

 , the set of splicing languages in (7) can be generalised as follows: 

 

𝑠𝑌−𝐺2 = {𝛾𝑝(𝑚𝑛𝑝𝑝)𝑘𝑚𝑛𝑝𝛿} (8) 

 

In the following section, the splicing system contains a single pattern of strings with three cutting sites, a 
non-palindromic rule and crossing site is presented. 

 

Single Pattern of Strings Containing Three Cutting Sites with a Non-
palindromic Rule and Crossing Site 
  
Next, to examine the splicing language from a Y-G splicing system comprising of a single pattern of 
strings that contain three cutting sites, the rule in the system is chosen to be non-palindromic with non-
palindromic crossing site. Accordingly, Lemma 2 presents a Y-G splicing system with certain criteria set 
on the rule. 

 

Lemma 2 

Let ( , , )S A I R=  be a Y-G splicing system. The initial string, 𝐼 is comprises of set of alphabets 

{ , , , }A a c g t= , with three cutting sites exist. If the system contains a non-palindromic rule, r R  with 

non-palindromic crossing site, then n-cutting sites splicing languages is generated in  −  sequence. 

With the increasing number of repetitions of the middle segment in the languages, k  where 0k   and 

k Z
+

 , the Y-G splicing system will produce infinitely long molecules in the type of transient language. 

 

Proof.  

The splicing process of this lemma is as shown in Lemma 1, which is when 3-cutting sites exist in a 

string. Hence for Case 1 and Case 2, the generalised n-cutting sites splicing languages for 0k   and 

k Z
+

  can be specified as given in (4) and (8). 

 

Seemingly, from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, the generalised splicing languages for Case 1 and Case 2 are 
alike. Consequently, both Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 lead to the establishment of Theorem 1, that is the 
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generalisation of the n-cutting sites splicing languages when n-cutting sites exist in a string. 

 

Theorem 1 

Given Y-G splicing system, ( , , )S A I R=  with { }I s=  as an initial string containing set of alphabets 

{ , , , }A a c g t=  with n-cutting sites, { }R r=  is a rule with non-palindromic characteristic rule in its 

sequence and its crossing site, then n-cutting sites splicing languages can be generalised as follows: 

 

for distinct left and right context: 

1

{ ( ) }
k

Y G
s p mnqp mnq 

−
=  

for unique left and right context: 

2

{ ( ) }
k

Y G
s p mnpp mnp 

−
=  

where 0k   and k Z
+

 . 
 

Proof. 

This theorem will be proved by using mathematical induction. For a given Y-G splicing system, the 

generalised n-cutting sites splicing languages for distinct left and right context is { ( ) }
k

p mnqp mnq  , 

while for unique left and right context is { ( ) }
k

p mnpp mnp  .  

 

In Case 1 (distinct left and right context), for 0k = , 

1
Y G

s pmnq 
−
=  

 

Hence, it is true when the middle segment of the generalised splicing languages, ( )
k

mnqp  is not exist 

i.e. when 0k = . 

 

Next, assume k t=  is true for some t Z
+

  i.e.  

1

{ ( ) }
t

Y G
s p mnqp mnq 

−
=  

 

Then, need to show it is true when 1k t= + , 

 

1

( ) ( )
t

Y G
s p mnqp mnq p mnqp mnq   

−
= +  

( ) ( )
t

p mnqp mnqp mnq =  

1
( )

t
p mnqp mnq 

+
=  

 

Therefore, it is true that the generalised n-cutting sites splicing languages for distinct left and right context 
is given as: 

1

{ ( ) }
k

Y G
s p mnqp mnq 

−
=  

 

Next, consider for Case 2 (unique left and right context), for 0k = , 

 

2
Y G

s pmnp 
−

=  

 

Hence, it is true when the middle segment of the generalised splicing languages, ( )
k

mnpp  is not exist 

i.e. when 0k = . 

 

Next, assume  k t=  is true for some t Z
+

  i.e.  

2

{ ( ) }
t

Y G
s p mnpp mnp 

−
=  
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Then, need to show it is true when 1k t= + , 

 

2

( ) ( )
t

Y G
s p mnpp mnp p mnpp mnp   

−
= +  

( ) ( )
t

p mnpp mnpp mnp =  

1
( )

t
p mnpp mnp 

+
=  

 

Therefore, it is true that the generalised n-cutting sites splicing languages for unique left and right context 
is given as: 

2

{ ( ) }
k

Y G
s p mnpp mnp 

−
=  

 

Hence, the theorem is proved. □ 

 

Some discussion will focus on two aspects: the effect of having a non-palindromic rule and crossing site 
in the Y-G splicing system, and the type of the resulting splicing language. Lemma 1 is to show the 
produced splicing languages when two cutting sites exist in a string, while Lemma 2 is when three cutting 
sites exist in a string. The proving of the lemmas is given in Case 1 and Case 2. A distinct left and right 
context of restriction enzyme is used in Case 1, whereas in Case 2, a unique left and right context is 
measured. Thus, from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, a theorem is proposed. Mathematical induction method 
is used to prove the theorem. It is observed that, from both lemmas, the generated splicing languages 
can be generalised for both Case 1 and Case 2. This implies that, as stated in Theorem 1, a generalised 
splicing language can be formed, as given in equation (4) and (8) for Case 1 and Case 2, respectively.  

 

From the cases discussed in Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, it is observed that, the splicing languages is 

generated only in  −  sequence, which is contradict with findings in [20] that used a palindromic rule 

with palindromic crossing site. This is due to the non-palindromic features of the crossing site, that does 
not allow religation between sticky ends from the initial string and its rotational molecules. Thus, in the 
reaction between initial strings and non-palindromic rule and crossing site, the features of left and right 
context have no effect on the generated splicing languages. Next, in the context of type of splicing 
language, for Case 1 and Case 2 discussed in Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, the generated splicing languages 

are in transient language, for all 0k   and k Z
+

 . Hence, as shown in Theorem 1, for any number of 

cutting sites exist in a single pattern of strings, the generalised n-cutting sites splicing languages will be 

in the type of transient language. Additionally, as k  increases, the Y-G splicing system will produce 

infinitely long molecules. 

 
Conclusions 
 

The generalisation of n-cutting sites splicing languages for a Y-G splicing system is shown. The Y-G 
splicing system offered in this paper which is presented in two lemmas and a theorem verified that the 
splicing languages can be generalised. In this paper, the restriction enzyme is restricted to a non-
palindromic rule and crossing site; to see the pattern of languages and how the features of the rule affect 
the generated languages. Lemma 1 shows a Y-G splicing system with a single pattern of strings with 
two cutting sites, while Lemma 2 shows a system with a single pattern of strings with three cutting sites. 
Two cases demonstrated the proving in Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, assuming a different feature of the 
context of restriction enzyme is measured. From these lemmas, a theorem is suggested. The finding of 
this study shows the generalisation of n-cutting sites splicing languages when n-cutting sites exist in a 
string. Moreover, it is discovered that the properties of the restriction enzyme in terms of its left and right 

contexts have no effect on the generated splicing languages because it only appears in  −  sequence. 

In the future, the generalisation of splicing languages can be investigated by taking other restriction 
enzyme characteristics into account.  
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